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 ANTHROPOLOGY 366 
PRIMATOLOGY  
 
TIME:   MWF 2:10 -- 3:00 in FA 302    
INSTRUCTOR: Dr. Randy Skelton   SS 225 
Office Hours: MWF 1:10-2:00  Phone: 243-4245 
 
GOALS AND PURPOSE 
The goal of this course is to explore the behavior, anatomy, and evolution of the many 
members of order Primates.  Students will become familiar with the anatomical and 
behavioral characteristics of the various groups of primates, current theoretical issues, 
the contribution of primatology to our understanding of human nature, and issues 
relating to the conservation of primates and their habitats. 
 
 ADMINISTRIVIA 
Prerequisites: ANTH 260 is a prerequisite for this course and I assume that all 
students are familiar with the material in that course, especially primate taxonomy and 
the geological time scale.  Students who have not taken ANTH 260 should acquire a 
text covering introductory physical anthropology and become familiar with the material 
therein. 
 
Required Texts:  Readings should be read before class.  
• Fleagle, John G., 1999.  Primate Adaptation and Evolution.  Second Edition.  
New York: Academic Press. 
• A facpak from the Bookstore containing some supplementary material. 
 
Lecture notes: are accessible via the World Wide Web.  Point a WWW browser, such 
as Netscape or Internet Explorer, at http://www.anthro.umt.edu/notes/366/   For help 
with computing contact Computing and Information Services. 
 
Exams: Three non-cumulative midterm examinations will be held, one after each third 
of the course.  In addition, there will be a comprehensive final examination on the 
designated final exam day.  You must take at least three of the four exams.  If you 
take all four, the best three scores will be used to compute your grade.  Because of 
this policy, makeup exams, early exams, late exams, etc. will not be offered except in 
cases where there is a valid excused absence.  Your best 3 exam scores will be used 
to calculate your grade, which will be assigned using this scale: 100%-90% = A, 
89%-80 = B, 79-60% = C, 59-50% = D, 49-0% = F.  Grad students are expected to 
complete an additional assignment included in the facpak.  Other students may 
complete this assignment for up to 10% extra credit. 
ANTHROPOLOGY 366          PRIMATOLOGY           LECTURE SCHEDULE 
 
Readings are from Fleagle. 
 
9/5      W   1. Introduction: Why study primates?   
9/7      F   2. Primate taxonomy and diversity     Chapter 1 
9/10     M   3. Video: "Life in the Trees"          
9/12     W   4. Review of evolutionary theory      Chapter 10 
9/14     F   5. Cladistics I: Basics               Chapter 18 
9/17     M   6. Cladistics II: Advanced             
9/19     W   7. Diets and teeth                    Chapter 2 
9/21     F   8. The skull, brain, and senses       Chapter 9 
9/24     M   9. Postcrania and locomotion           
9/26     W   10. Sociality and social systems       Chapter 3 
9/28     F   11. Socioecology and sociobiology      Chapter 8 
10/1     M   12. Population dynamics                 
10/3     W   13. Fieldwork                           
10/5     F   *** FIRST MIDTERM EXAM ***                
10/8     M   14. The archontans                     Chapter 11 
10/10    W   15. Evolution of strepsirhines         Chapter 12 
10/12    F   16. Living strepsirhines               Chapter 4 
10/15    M   17. Video clips: prosimians             
10/17    W   18. Primitive haplorhines              Chapter 13 
10/19    F   19. Evolution of platyrrhines          Chapter 14 
10/22    M   20. Living platyrrhines                Chapter 5 
10/24    W   21. Video clips: Platyrrhines           
10/26    F   22. Evolution of catarrhines           pp. 453-465 in Chapter 15  
10/29    M   23. Evolution of cercopithecoids       Chapter 16 
10/31    W   24. Living cercopithecoids             Chapter 6 
11/2     F   25. Video clips: colobines              
11/5     M   26. Video clips: cercopithecines        
11/7     W   *** SECOND MIDTERM EXAM ***               
11/9     F   27. Evolution of hominoids             pp. 465-490 in Chapter 15 
11/12    M   !!! VETERANS' DAY HOLIDAY !!! 
11/14    W   28. Gibbons, orangs, and gorillas      Chapter 7 
11/16    F   29. Chimpanzees, bonobos, and humans   Chapter 17 
11/19    M   30. Video clips: Apes 
11/21-23 WF  !!!  THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY !!!              
11/26    M   31. Chimp behavioral complexity         
11/28    W   32. Mating strategies                   
11/30    F   33. Competition/cooperation/dominance   
12/3     M   34. Video clips: Cooperation/dominance 
12/5     W   35. Primate communication               
12/7     F   36. Video clips: Ape language studies 
12/10    M   37. Conservation of primates            
12/12    W   38. Primates in the lab and zoo         
12/14    F   *** THIRD MIDTERM EXAM ***                
12/17    M   *** FINAL EXAM *** 1:10 - 3:10am          
